
Bangkok by Alexey Danilin Wins Gold in A'
Lighting Products and Fixtures Design Award

Bangkok

Innovative Pendant Lamp Design Inspired

by Thai Temple Architecture Receives

Prestigious Recognition

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 2, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, a highly respected and well-

recognized award in the field of lighting

design, has announced Alexey Danilin

as a winner in the Lighting Products

and Fixtures Design category for his

exceptional work titled "Bangkok". This

prestigious recognition highlights the

significance of the A' Lighting Products

and Fixtures Design Award within the

lighting industry, positioning it as a

sought-after accolade for innovative

and outstanding designs.

The Bangkok pendant lamp design

holds particular relevance to current

trends and needs within the lighting industry. By drawing inspiration from the tiered structure

and light-filtering elements of ancient Thai temple architecture, Danilin has created a design that

aligns with the growing interest in culturally-influenced and spiritually-evocative lighting fixtures.

The lamp's unique interplay of light, glass, and form offers practical benefits for users seeking

both functional illumination and aesthetic appeal in their spaces.

What sets the Bangkok pendant lamp apart is its distinctive fusion of architectural inspiration

and modern lighting technology. The design features multiple tiers of tinted and transparent

glass, strategically interspersed with LED lights to create a captivating play of colorful glare and

scattered illumination. The lamp's silhouette, modeled after the iconic Emerald Buddha temple

in Bangkok, has been skillfully adapted into a more concise and contemporary form, allowing the

entire fixture to be illuminated in a manner reminiscent of the ethereal ambiance within Thai

temples.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://lightingdesigncompetition.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-designer.php?profile=297371


This well-deserved recognition from the A' Lighting Products and Fixtures Design Award serves as

a testament to Alexey Danilin's innovative vision and design prowess. The accolade is expected

to inspire further exploration and refinement of culturally-influenced, spiritually-evocative

lighting designs within Danilin's body of work. Moreover, it stands as motivation for the designer

and his team to continue pushing the boundaries of lighting design, crafting fixtures that

seamlessly blend meaning, aesthetics, and functionality.

Bangkok was designed by a talented team of professionals: Lead designer Alexey Danilin, who

spearheaded the creative vision; Engineer Nikita Morozov, who ensured technical precision;

Product manager Elena Slivka, who oversaw the development process; and Assistant product

manager Anastasia Orlova, who provided valuable support throughout.

Interested parties may learn more about this award-winning design at the A' Design Awards

website, where a dedicated page showcases the Bangkok pendant lamp in greater detail,

offering insights into its conception, development, and unique features:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=152163

About Alexey Danilin

Alexey Danilin is an accomplished designer based in Germany, known for his innovative lighting

fixtures that blend contemporary aesthetics with cultural influences. With a background in fine

arts and experience spanning interior design, event decoration, and product design, Danilin has

established himself as a visionary in the field. His work has been exhibited at prestigious design

events and featured in renowned publications. Danilin's commitment to pushing creative

boundaries has earned him numerous international awards, cementing his status as a leading

figure in the design community.

About Maytoni

Founded in 2009, Maytoni is a renowned lighting company that has evolved from its initial focus

on classic chandeliers to encompass a wide range of modern and decorative designs. With a

commitment to innovation and staying at the forefront of lighting trends, Maytoni develops new

products each year, catering to the diverse needs and preferences of its customers. The

company's products are distributed throughout Europe and the Middle East, making Maytoni a

well-established and respected brand in the lighting industry.

About Golden A' Design Award

The Golden A' Design Award is a prestigious recognition granted to designs that exhibit

exceptional innovation, functionality, and aesthetic appeal within the Lighting Products and

Fixtures Design category. Winners are selected through a rigorous blind peer-review process,

where a panel of expert judges evaluates entries based on pre-established criteria. These criteria

encompass various aspects of lighting design, including energy efficiency, material selection,

user-friendliness, light quality, durability, safety, adaptability, and originality. By meeting and

surpassing these stringent standards, Golden A' Design Award recipients demonstrate their

https://designaward.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=152163


ability to create lighting solutions that not only illuminate spaces but also enhance user

experiences and contribute to the advancement of the lighting industry as a whole.

About A' Design Award

The A' Design Award is an international, juried design competition that has been recognizing and

promoting superior products and projects across various industries since 2008. With a

philanthropic mission to make the world a better place through the power of good design, the A'

Design Award aims to motivate designers and brands to develop innovative solutions that

positively impact society. By providing a global platform for showcasing groundbreaking designs,

the competition fosters a culture of excellence and inspires future generations of designers to

push the boundaries of creativity and innovation. The A' Lighting Products and Fixtures Design

Award, a specialized category within the A' Design Awards, celebrates the most outstanding and

inventive lighting designs from around the world, highlighting their potential to revolutionize the

industry and enhance people's lives.

Interested parties may learn more about the A' Design Awards, explore jury members, view past

laureates, and participate with their projects at: https://lightingdesignaward.net
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